
398 ¢»·¨±«¨²¥«¼»¥ ¬¥²®¤» ¨ ¯°®£° ¬¬¨°®¢ ¨¥. 2009. �. 10��� 519.644������������ � ��������� �����������������. �. �« ¢®¢1� ±±¬ ²°¨¢ ¥²±¿ ¯°®¶¥¤³°  ª¢ ²®¢®© ²¥«¥¯®°² ¶¨¨ ¢ ° ¬ª µ  «£¥¡° ¨·¥±ª®£® ¯®¤µ®¤ . �ª -§»¢ ¥²±¿, ·²® ¨±¯®«¼§®¢ ¨¥ £¨¯®²¥§» ¥«®ª «¼®±²¨ ª¢ ²®¢®£® ¨§¬¥°¥¨¿ ¥ ®¡¿§ ²¥«¼®¤«¿ ®¯¨± ¨¿ ½²®© ¯°®¶¥¤³°». �§³· ¥²±¿ ¢®¯°®± ® ²®¬, ª ª¨¥ ¬ ²¥°¨ «¼»¥ ®¡º¥ª²» ¿¢«¿-¾²±¿ ®±¨²¥«¿¬¨ ¨´®°¬ ¶¨¨ ¤«¿ ª¢ ²®¢®© ²¥«¥¯®°² ¶¨¨. �² ²¼¿ °¥ª®¬¥¤®¢   ª ¯¥· ²¨¯°®£° ¬¬»¬ ª®¬¨²¥²®¬ ¬¥¦¤³ °®¤®©  ³·®© ª®´¥°¥¶¨¨ \� ²¥¬ ²¨·¥±ª®¥ ¬®¤¥«¨°®-¢ ¨¥ ¨ ¢»·¨±«¨²¥«¼ ¿ ´¨§¨ª  2009" (MMCP2009, http://mmcp2009.jinr.ru).�«¾·¥¢»¥ ±«®¢ : ²¥«¥¯®°² ¶¨¿,  «£¥¡° ¨·¥±ª¨© ¯®¤µ®¤.A speci�c method for transferring information is called \teleportation" (see, e.g., [1]). This method hassome mysterious features even in the purely scienti�c literature, because the material information carrier is notclearly indicated. Instead, nonlocality, which is supposedly inherent in quantum measurements, is cited. Herewe try to give a grounded visual picture of teleportation, indicating what material carrier transfers informationof one or another type. We use a special version of the algebraic approach to quantum theory [2, 3].The central notion used in this approach is an \observable". An observable is an attribute of a physicalsystem whose numerical value can be obtained using a certain measuring procedure. All the observables areassumed to be dimensionless. All the measurements are divided into reproducible and nonreproducible onesand also into compatible and incompatible ones. Compatible measurements are conducted using compatiblemeasuring devices. If there exist compatible measuring devices for a group of observables, then such observablesare said to be compatible (simultaneously measurable).Postulate 1. Observables bA of a physical system are Hermitian elements of some C�-algebra A ( bA 2 A,bA � = bA ) [4].By A+ (A+ � A) we denote a set of observables.Postulate 2. The set of compatible observables is a maximal real associative commutative subalgebra Q�of the algebra A (Q� � A+).The index � ranging a set � distinguishes one such subalgebra from another.We regard the set A+ as a mathematical representation of the physical system under study and the setsQ�as mathematical representations of the corresponding classical subsystems of the physical system. These classicalsubsystems are open (interacting between themselves) and do not have their own dynamics. The state of aclassical system is its attribute that uniquely predetermines the results of measurements of all the observablesof the system. Therefore, we formulate the following postulate.Postulate 3. The state of a classical subsystem whose observables are elements of the subalgebra Q� isdescribed by a character of this subalgebra.We recall that a homomorphic map of the associative commutative algebra to the set of numbers is calledthe character '�(�) of this algebra: bA '��! '�( bA), bA 2Q� (see, e.g., [4]).Because the observables belonging to the subalgebra Q� are compatible, there exists a set of measuringdevices designed for compatible measurements of these observables. We say that these devices belong to the�-type.The set A+ of observables of a quantum system can be regarded as a collection of subsets Q�. Therefore,the quantum system can be regarded as a set of corresponding open classical subsystems. Each observableof the quantum system belongs to a certain subset Q�. Accordingly, if the states of all classical subsystemswere known, then we could predict the result of measuring any observable of the quantum system. Based onthis, we call the set ' = ['�] (� 2 �) of functionals '�(�) each of which is the character of the correspondingsubalgebra Q� the elementary state of a physical system. The following postulate is central in the describedapproach.Postulate 4. The result of each individual measurement of the observables of a physical system is deter-mined by the elementary state of this system.1 Faculty of Physics, Moscow State University, Moscow, 119991, Russia; ¯°®´¥±±®°, e-mail:slavnov@theory.sinp.msu.ruc � ³·®-¨±±«¥¤®¢ ²¥«¼±ª¨© ¢»·¨±«¨²¥«¼»© ¶¥²° ��� ¨¬. �.�. �®¬®®±®¢ 



¢»·¨±«¨²¥«¼»¥ ¬¥²®¤» ¨ ¯°®£° ¬¬¨°®¢ ¨¥. 2009. �. 10 399The elementary state is an attribute of a physical system and it is a local reality. It is impossible todetermine the elementary state of a system uniquely in experiments. Only compatible measuring devices canbe used to �x it. Using such devices, we can determine the functional '�(�) only for one value of � (� = �). Allthe other functionals '�(�) contained in the elementary state ['�] remain undetermined. Figuratively speaking,we can say that the elementary state is a holographic image of a physical system. Using classical measuringdevices, we can �nd only a plane image. In this case, each measurement changes an original holographic pattern.Therefore, it is impossible to obtain a complete holographic image.We unite all the elementary states ['�] having the same restriction to the subalgebra Q�, i.e., the samefunctional '�, into the equivalence class f'g�. In experiments, thus, it is possible to uniquely �x only theequivalence class to which the elementary state of interest belongs. If we know that some elementary state' = ['�] belongs to the equivalence class f'g�, then we can uniquely predict what result can be obtained inthe measurement of the observable bA 2 Q� : this result is '�( bA ). But if bA =2 Q� , then it is impossible tosay anything de�nite about the measurement result. For di�erent elementary states belonging to f'g�, themeasurement results are di�erent. The quantum state �xed by certain values of the observable bA from thesubalgebra has such physical properties in the standard quantum mechanics Q�.If f'g� is endowed with the structure of a probability space, then we can use standard probability theorymethods (see, e.g., [5, 6]) to easily construct the functional 	�� bA � that speci�es the mean of an observable bAin the equivalence class f'g�.Postulate 5. The probability structure of the equivalence class f'g� is such that the functional 	�� bA � islinear on the algebra A.Having the C�-algebra A and the linear functional 	(�) on this algebra and using the canonical Gelfand{Naimark{Segal construction (see, e.g., [7]), we can realize the representation of this algebra by bounded linearoperators in a Hilbert space H: bA$ �� bA �, bA 2 A, �� bA � 2B(H), where B(H) is the set of bounded linearoperators in H. In this case, the mean 
 bA � of the observable bA in the quantum state 	 can be expressed as themathematical expectation of the operator �� bA �: 
 bA � = �	����� bA ����	�, where j	i 2 H is the correspondingvector of the Hilbert space.The so-called entangled states play the central role in the quantum teleportation procedure. In the literature,the entangled states typical of a two-particle system in which each of the particles can be in two orthogonalquantum states j�i are most often considered:��	(�)�12 = 1p2 � j+i1j�i2 � j�i1j+i2�; ��	(+)�12= 1p2 � j+i1j�i2 + j�i1j+i2�;���(�)�12 = 1p2 � j+i1j+i2 � j�i1j�i2�; ���(+)�12 = 1p2 � j+i1j+i2 + j�i1j�i2�: (1)These states are often called the Bell states. The state ��	(�)�12 is usually considered in the discussion ofthe Einstein{Podolsky{Rosen paradox [8] and is therefore often called the EPR state. The system consisting oftwo particles with spin 1/2 was considered in the version proposed by Bohm [9]. Then, j+i is the quantum statewith the spin projection on the z-axis equal to +1=2, and j�i is the state with the projection equal to �1=2.In the state ��	(�)�12, the total spin S = S1 + S2 iszero. The characteristic feature of the state ��	(�)�12 isits spherical symmetry. Therefore, it preserves its form ifthe projections on an arbitrary direction n are consideredinstead of the projections on the z-axis. In this state,for example, the relation Sn1 + Sn2 = 0 holds, whereSn1(Sn2) is the spin projection of the i-th particle onthe direction n.The elementary state of one particle of the EPR pairis the negative copy of the elementary state of the other particle. Therefore, a measurement of the value of anobservable of the �rst particle is automatically a measurement of the corresponding observable of the secondparticle irrespective of the location of this particle. Such a measurement is said to be indirect.Figure shows a scheme of quantum teleportation.Here, S is the source of the initial state, EPR is the source of EPR pairs, A is the analyzer of the Bellstates (Alice), B is the unitary converter (Bob), �C	 is the classical communication channel, �1	 is the carrierof the initial teleported state, �2	{�3	 is the EPR pair, and �4	 is the carrier of the �nal teleported state.We give the standard description of the teleportation scheme (see, e.g., [10]). Each of the particles �1	,



400 ¢»·¨±«¨²¥«¼»¥ ¬¥²®¤» ¨ ¯°®£° ¬¬¨°®¢ ¨¥. 2009. �. 10�2	, �3	, and �4	 participating in the process can be in one of the quantum levels j+i or j�i. The source Semits particle �1	 in the quantum state ��	�1 = �j+i+�j�i, where j�j2+ j�j2 = 1. In the general case, � and �can be unknown. The EPR source emits particles �2	 and �3	 in the quantum state ��	(�)�23 (see formula (1)).The quantum state of the three-particle system consisting of particles �1	, �2	, and �3	 is described by thevector ��	�123 = ��	�1N��	(�)�23 which can be decomposed in terms of the Bell states of particles �1	 and �2	:��	�123= 12n��	(�)�12���j+i3 � �j�i3� + ��	(+)�12���j+i3 + �j�i3�++���(�)�12��j�i3 + �j+i3�+ ���(+)�12��j�i3 � �j+i3�o: (2)Using the analyzer A, Alice measures to �nd the Bell states of the four ones possible for the accessibleparticles �1	 and �2	. For example, we suppose that she obtains ��	(�)�12 as a result. Then the three-particlesystem collapses to the state ��	0�123 = ��	(�)�12���j+i3 � �j�i3� after such a measurement according to theprojection postulate. Alice broadcasts her discovery that the particles �1	 and �2	 are in the state ��	(�)�12over the classical communication channel. Bob, doing nothing, transmits particle �3	. This particle is now inthe state ��	�4 = ���j+i3 � �j�i3�, which coincides with the state ��	�1. It is very di�cult to imagine howAlice, not acting physically on particle �3	, could make it pass to the quantum state of particle �1	. In thiscase, Alice even knew nothing about that state.We now discuss how the same teleportation process can be described using the notion of an elementarystate [11]. In this case, a whole beam of particles �1	 that are in the di�erent elementary states (but allbelonging to the same equivalence class) corresponds to the quantum state ��	�1. Accordingly, a beam of EPRpairs �2	{�3	 rather than one pair is required in the experiments. In the quantum state ��	�1, the numbers �and � specify a direction n along which the spin projection of each particle �1	 of the beam is de�nitely equalto 1/2. Let the z-axis be along the direction n. Then, for the spin projection, the equality Sz = +1=2 holds inthe quantum state ��j+i3 � �j�i3, the equality Sz = �1=2 holds in the state ��j+i3 + �j�i3, the equalitySx = +1=2 holds in the state �j�i3 + �j+i3, and the equality Sx = �1=2 holds in the state j�j�i3 � �j+i3.We now regard the analyzer A in combination with particle �1	 as a measuring device. The action of thiscombined measuring device on the beam of particles �2	 can be interpreted two ways (see formula (2)). Onone hand, this device divides the beam of particles �2	 into four subbeams in each of which particles �2	 (incombination with particles �1	) are in one of the Bell states. This result is �xed by the analyzer A. On the otherhand, the particles �2	 in each of these four subbeams have de�nite values of the spin projections either onthe z-axis or on the x-axis. Because of the strict correlation between the elementary states of particles �2	 and�3	, the beam of particles �3	 automatically divides into four subbeams in each of which particles �3	 havecertain spin projections. That is, we have a typical example of an indirect measurement of the spin projection forparticle �3	 in this case. Using the classical communication channel, Alice reports the result of such an indirectmeasurement to Bob. Bob applies the corresponding unitary transformation to particles �3	. As a result ofthis measurement, only some information about this elementary state needed for Bob's subsequent actions isobtained.We call attention to the fact that the elementary state of particle �3	 does not become the same as that ofparticle �1	 after all the described manipulations. These particles only turn out to be in the same equivalenceclass. Thus, particle �3	 does not become an exact copy of particle �1	; therefore, the term \teleportation"used to describe this procedure is not especially appropriate.References1. The physics of quantum information: quantum cryptography, quantum teleportation, quantum computation / D. Bou-wmeester, A. Ekert, and A. Zeilinger (Eds.). Berlin: Springer, 2000.2. Slavnov D.A. Measurements and mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics // Phys. Part. Nucl. 2007. 38.147{176.3. Slavnov D.A. The possibility of reconciling quantum mechanics with classical probability theory // Theor. Math.Phys. 2006. 149. 1690{1701.4. Dixmier J. Les C�-algebres et leurs repr'esentations. Paris: Gauthier{Villars, 1969.5. Kolmogorov A.N. Foundations of the theory of probability. New York: Chelsea, 1956.6. Neveu J. Mathematical foundations of the calculus of probability. San Francisco: Holden-Day, 1965.7. Emch G.G. Algebraic methods in statistical mechanics and quantum �eld theory. New York: Wiley, 1972.8. Einstein A., Podolsky B., and Rosen N. Can quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be considered com-plete? // Phys. Rev. 1935. 47. 777{780.
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